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Product Application Note 
 

External Event Rejection and Status Information for 
Pixie-4 Systems 

 

Introduction 
It is common in larger or more complex applications to have dedicated external electronics to create 

event triggers or vetoes. Based on such external signals, the Pixie-4 data acquisition should then reject 
events, inhibit data acquisition, or incorporate status information into the list mode output data stream. In 
the following we describe several examples of such applications.   

Definitions 
We define pulse as a fast rising, slow decaying signal from a detector connected to one channel of a 

Pixie-4. We define event as one or more pulses in one or more channels within a coincidence window.   
In general, the Pixie-4 modules do not accept external triggers, i.e. signals that start the recording of 

an event. Due to complex relative timing requirements – a fast trigger is created at the rising edge of a 
pulse, an event trigger is created an energy filter time later as pulses are validated, and a coincidence 
decision is made after that – triggers are only generated by Pixie-4 modules. They can be distributed 
between modules and channels through the PXI backplane1 if so configured by the user. However, Pixie-4 
modules accept GATE, VETO and status flag signals from a variety of inputs as listed in the following 
table. 

 
Signal VETO 

(GFLT) 
GATE STATUS flag FRONT 

PANEL flag 
COINCIDENCE 
flag (“Token”) 

Signal Range Global Dedicated for 
each channel 

Global Module Global 

Signal Use 
Options 

Enable per 
channel 

Enable per 
channel 

Always on Always on Enable per 
module 

Input options Pixie-4 front 
panel or  
PXI bussed 
backplane line 

PXI left 
neighbor line 
or VETO 

Pixie-4 front 
panel or  
PXI bussed 
backplane line 

Pixie-4 front 
panel 

PXI bussed 
backplane line 
driven by Pixie-4 
or PDM 

Time active  Event 
validation 

Near rising 
edge of pulse 

End of coinc. 
window 

End of coinc. 
window 

End of coinc. 
window 

Action Reject if 
enabled 

Reject if 
enabled or 
report 

Report always Report always Report always 

Reported in -- Hit pattern  
bits 12-15 

Hit pattern  
bit 6 

Hit pattern  
bit 4 

Hit pattern  
bit 7 

 

                                                 
1 Access to the distributed trigger lines is possible e.g. with a PDM module 
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We distinguish GATE  signals acting individually to reject pulses in one particular channel or to mark 
a channel from VETO  signals acting globally to reject pulses, but only in channels that are configured to 
do so. In other words, there is one GATE signal per channel but only one VETO signal in the whole 
Pixie-4 system. Each channel can be configured to use or ignore GATE and VETO.  

STATUS and FRONT PANEL  flags are the status of a PXI backplane line and the front panel, 
respectively, latched at the end of the coincidence window. These flags thus simply provide extra status 
information. The COINCIDENCE  flag (also called TOKEN ) is used to communicate the result of a 
global coincidence test between modules. It can be controlled by Pixie-4 modules or a PDM module and 
is also latched at the end of the coincidence window.  

To allow a programmable coincidence window between the rising edge of the pulse and the 
corresponding GATE signal, two channel parameters are used. GATE Window sets the time the internal 
GATE signal is on after a rising edge on the GATE input. GATE Delay sets the time between fast trigger 
at the rising edge of the detector pulse and latching of the internal GATE signal. In other words, after a 
GATE pulse is detected, it stays around for GATE window and is latched a time GATE delay after the 
detector pulse. If due to cabling delays etc the GATE signal comes earlier than the detector signal, GATE 
window should be at least  as long as that cable delay. If the GATE signal comes later than the detector 
signal, GATE delay should be at least as long as that cable delay. Note that it takes ~ 200ns for a detector 
pulse at the input connector of the Pixie-4 to show up in the FPGA trigger logic (mainly due to 
propagation of the signal through the ADC) so if GATE and detector pulse arrive at the same time at the 
Pixie-4 front panel, the detector pulse will arrive ~200ns later than GATE in the FPGA logic.  

 

Example 1: Generator on/off 
An application may consist of one or more detector and some kind of generator for the radiation seen 

by the detectors. Data acquisition is only of interest while the generator is on. Timing is not too critical, 
i.e. the on/off needs only be precise to several microseconds or more.  

In this case, the VETO input would be connected to an external digital signal indicating the on/off 
status of the generator. The VETO signal is distributed over the PXI backplane to all modules. The 
channels would be configured to require the VETO signal. When the generator is off, VETO rejects 
events.  

 
Settings and connections 
Connect generator on/off signal to MMCX connector at front panel of one Pixie-4 module 
Chassis:   Enable “front panel drives GFLT line” for that Pixie-4 module (ModCSRA bit 5 set) 
Module:  -- 
Channel:  In GFLT/VETO block of the GATE tab, enable “GFLT required” and optionally “invert”  
  the polarity (ChanCSRA bit 6 and ChanCSRC bit 0) 

 

Example 2: Anti-coincidence marking with digital signal 
 An application may consist of one or more detector surrounded by an anti-coincidence shield against 

cosmic radiation. The shield may be something like plastic scintillator paddles read out by a PMT 
followed by a discriminator circuit to issue a logic pulse if the PMT signal is above a certain threshold.   
For purposes of later offline analysis, all events should be recorded, but those events that are in 
coincidence with a signal in the shield should be marked. Precise timing is important in this application 
since cosmic particle interaction in the shield and in the detector will happen very close in time (travel 
time of particle from shield to detector).  

In this case, it is better to use the GATE signal since a) evens can be marked rather than rejected and 
b) the timing does not include the delay for event validation (several microseconds).  Assuming the shield 
outputs a single digital signal to be used for all detector channels, the VETO line can be used for 
distribution of the GATE signal. In other words, the shield output is connected to the VETO input, the 
VETO signal is distributed over the PXI backplane to all modules and routed to the GATE signal inside 
each Pixie-4, and the channels are configured with the appropriate GATE window and delay. Channels 
are NOT configured to require GATE so that events are only marked, not rejected.    
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Events in coincidence with the shield will have hit pattern bits 12-15 set, those not in coincidence will 
have bits 12-15 cleared. 

 
Settings and connections 
Connect shield signal to MMCX connector at front panel of one Pixie-4 module 
Chassis:   Enable “front panel drives GFLT line” for that Pixie-4 module (ModCSRA bit 5 set) 
Module:  -- 
Channel:  In GATE block of the GATE tab, enable “uses GFLT input”.    

Optionally “invert edge” to match polarity (rising or falling edge of shield starts the 
GATE window).   
Optionally enable “inverted” to toggle bit reported in hit pattern    
Set Gate window and delay appropriately; initial guess would be window = 300-X ns and 
delay = 50ns if shield cables introduce a delay of X ns compared to detector cables 
(shield arrives X ns later than detector at the front panel of the Pixie-4). This will 
accommodate the 200 ns propagation delay and latch the GATE in the middle of the 
remaining ~100ns GATE coincidence window.   
(ChanCSRC bits 7, 2, 1)  

 
Alternatives 

- If the shield discriminator circuit can introduce a delay equal to an energy filter rise time plus flat 
top, its output can be used as VETO instead of GATE, rejecting anti-coincidence events (but not 
marking them) 

- PDM modules include a discriminator circuit that apply a threshold to an incoming analog signal 
and output a digital signal on the front panel or backplane.  

 

Example 3: Anti-coincidence marking with analog signal 
An application may be similar to example 2, but for purposes of gain, offset and trigger control it may 

be desirable to use the analog output from the shield and connect it to a Pixie-4 detector channel. This 
shield channel would be a special channel in the sense that its hit status should be reported in all modules.  

This solution requires the use of the TOKEN line which is linked to the module hit patterns and 
resulting module coincidence decision. Any Pixie-4 module can drive this line low to indicate its local 
coincidence pattern is not met. A PDM module in slot 2 (receiving hit patterns from all Pixcie-4 modules)  
can drive this line low to indicate a module-wide coincidence pattern is not met. Any Pixie-4 module can 
accept/reject events based on the status of the TOKEN line and will always report the TOKEN line status 
in the event hit pattern.  
 
Option 1: Use spare Pixie-4 module 

If a spare Pixie-4 module is available, connect the shield signal to one of its inputs. Adjust gain, offset 
and trigger threshold as desired. Set the energy filter and coincidence window to be the same as in the 
other modules (detector channels). This module will take control of the TOKEN line, reporting the hit 
status of the shield channel. The other modules will record the TOKEN line status in their event hit 
patterns, but not use it to accept/reject events. 

 
Settings and connections (1) 
Connect shield signal to channel 3 of spare Pixie-4 module2 
Chassis:   Set “trigger share mode” to “1” for all modules   

Set “accept event if local hit pattern passes” for all modules  
 Clear “accept event if global hit pattern passes” for all modules  
 Set “local test adds to global test” for spare module only 

Module:  In the spare module, set the coincidence pattern such that only if the shield channel has a 
hit, it is acceptable to record the event, i.e. here with only ch.3 connected check only the 

                                                 
2 Any channel is ok, here just use 3 as an example 
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box with pattern ch. 3210 = 1000.  In the other modules, set the coincidence pattern 
appropriate to the detector channels.  

Channel: In shield channel, set the trigger option to receive group triggers (from the other 
modules).  

 
The limitation in this approach is that the spare module will only record events if there is a pulse in 

the shield channel. This is because the TOKEN line is firmly tied to the coincidence acceptance; the spare 
module will not record events if it reports on the TOKEN line that its hit pattern is not acceptable. All 
other modules will record events according to their coincidence patterns and additionally record the status 
of the TOKEN line. 

In principle, more than one shield channel can be connected to the spare module. The coincidence 
pattern then has to be set such that any shield channel hit is acceptable.  

 
Option 2: Use PDM module 

If only a spare Pixie-4 channel, not a whole module is available, a (cheaper) PDM module can be 
used. Again connect the shield signal to the spare input of a Pixie-4 module. Adjust gain, offset and 
trigger threshold as desired. Set the energy filter to be the same as in the other channels (detector 
channels). All modules will send their complete hit pattern to the PDM module, which will have to be 
programmed to extract the shield channel hit bit and mirror it on the TOKEN or STATUS line. All Pixie-
4 modules will record the TOKEN or STATUS line status in their event hit patterns.  

 
Settings and connections (2) 
Connect shield signal to channel 3 of spare Pixie-4 module 
Chassis:   Set “trigger share mode” to “1” for all modules   

Set “accept event if local hit pattern passes” for all modules  
 Clear “accept event if global hit pattern passes” for all modules  
 Set “send local hit pattern to PDM” for all modules  

Module:  --  
Channel: --  
 

The drawback in this approach is that while the Pixie-4 setup is simpler, the PDM firmware has to be 
programmed. Contact XIA for details.  
 

 


